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Green roof view of plaza and
urban environs, also aids in
sustainable management of
building’s energy use.

THE URBAN BANQUET
GASTRONOMY CENTRE
PVC Panels, adequately
translucent to seduce
curious passerbys, the
food will do the rest!
Tessellated walkways to wind
circulation through all visiting
chef areas, maximise
communal interaction.

Atrium with water
catchment features to
reduce water usage
while creating spots for
communal activites.

_Romanticised Banquets in modern literature.

_Scenographic urban planning in Paris.

_Planning scenographic views.

North Wing
_Museum, Galleries, Atrium,
Sunken Plaza, Green Roof,
Library, Laboratories, Gardens

_Terracing dimensionality into views.

_

The Banquet, a traditionally communal occasion, where villagers would
come together in celebration, bonded by the ties of food and drink, has
lost its lustre in modernity, where the practice is now usually held under
more private boundaries. We aim to elevate the celebration of
gastronomy and its knowledge and importance in the world by placing
the main activities associated with it, eating and cooking, along the
scenographic sightlines in Brussels cityscape to heighten its iconic
importance in the city. The hierarchies are inversed; the cooking hearth
moved to the boundaries where it can be shared with the world. The
iconic form is achieved by breaking dimensionality of a ground plane
hosting the meal, warping terrain and urban form to raise and create a
‘stacking’ visual atop one another, amplifying the single event into one of
multiple incidences. The spaces flow from the city, to the historic Place
Eugène Flagey into the centre or the fluid pathways up the architecture,
bringing with it people; circulating within interlocked, densified volumes
that exposes one to the different chefs and gastronomical experiences
taking place, intensifying interactions through the interstitial spaces of
learning.

South Wing
_Chef Quarters,
Auditorium, Rooftop Bar
Sharing Corridor
_Open view classroom
kitchens, visiting chefs,
densified spaces, elevated
sidewalk
LIBRARY

KITCHENCLASSROOM
KITCHEN #2

